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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate a new framework
for image classification that adaptively generates
spatial representations. Our strategy is based on
a sequential process that learns to explore the
different regions of any image in order to in-
fer its category. In particular, the choice of re-
gions is specific to each image, directed by the
actual content of previously selected regions.The
capacity of the system to handle incomplete im-
age information as well as its adaptive region se-
lection allow the system to perform well in bud-
geted classification tasks by exploiting a dynam-
icly generated representation of each image. We
demonstrate the system’s abilities in a series of
image-based exploration and classification tasks
that highlight its learned exploration and infer-
ence abilities.
1. Introduction
Many computer vision models are developped with a spe-
cific image classification task in mind, adapted to a partic-
ular representation such as the bag-of-words (BoW) model
or low-level local features (Sivic & Zisserman, 2003; van
Gemert et al., 2010). In these representations, all the image
information is used to take the decision, even in the spatial
BoW extension of Lazebnik et al. (Lazebnik et al., 2006).
However, as pointed out in recent work, humans do not
need to consider the entire image to be able to interpret
it (Sharma et al., 2012). On the contrary, humans are able
to rapidly pick out the important regions of an image nec-
essary to interpret it. This fact suggests that concentrating
on specific subset of image regions in an intelligent manner
should be sufficient to properly classify an image. In addi-
tion to simply selecting regions of an image, our system
Figure 1. Illustration of our classification framework for two test
images (first and second line): According to the content of the
center region, the next region to visit is selected (red arrow).
Again, depending on the two first regions’ contents, a third one
is selected, and so on. After B iterations, the final classification
is achieved. As the first region is the same on both images, the
second region explored is the same, but as these new regions’
contents differs, the next regions considered by the algorithm are
different.
can actively decide to consider certain regions of an image
in more detail by increasing the BoW resolution for specific
sub-regions of an image. This allows the system to adap-
tively use more or less resources when classifying images
of varying complexity. Similar performance-oriented goals
have been recently put forward by Karayev et al. (Karayev
et al., 2012).
Importantly, this process is instance-specific, allowing the
algorithm to adapt the choice of regions for each processed
image. We are able to learn such a model by leveraging
the datum-Wise classification framework (Dulac-Arnold
et al., 2012a), which is able to learn adaptive classifica-
tion policies using reinforcement learning (RL). We show
that during inference, a significant speed-up is obtained by
only computing the local features on the selected regions,
while preserving acceptable inference accuracy w.r.t. full-
information models. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 presents related works and highlights
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our contributions. Section 3 gives the theoretical back-
ground of our sequential model, and Section 4 details the
training algorithm. Finally, Section 5 reports classification
scores on two challenging image datasets.
2. Background
The standard image classification pipeline follows three
steps (Boureau et al., 2010) — (i) low-level local descrip-
tor extraction, (ii) coding, and (iii) pooling — to get feature
vectors that are then used for classification. This strategy
was definitively popularized in computer vision with the
bag-of-words formalism using SIFT local features (Sivic
& Zisserman, 2003). Alternatives to the standard coding
scheme have been proposed, such as local soft coding (Liu
et al., 2011) or sparse coding (Boureau et al., 2010). Af-
ter the coding phase, most traditional BoW approaches use
sum pooling or max pooling. The spatial pyramid matching
(SPM) strategy (Lazebnik et al., 2006) extends the pooling
by considering a fixed predetermined spatial image pyra-
mid.
Many feature detectors have been proposed to get salient
areas, affine regions, and points of interest (Mikolajczyk
& Schmid, 2005) on images. However, in contrast to the
task of matching a specific target image or object, methods
for category classification show better performance when
using a uniform feature sampling over a dense grid on the
image (Chatfield et al., 2011).
Other approaches studying are motivated by human eye fix-
ation or salient object detection (Borji et al., 2012; Chang
et al., 2011). Recently, several approaches combine dense
sampling and saliency map or spatial weighting to obtain
powerful image representations (Su & Jurie, 2012; Feng
et al., 2011). Sharma et al. (Sharma et al., 2012) pro-
poses a scheme to learn discriminative saliency maps at
an image region level. They use the SPM scheme and ap-
ply weights to each block of the pyramid to get a global
saliency map. In the case of multiclass classification, the
weights are learned for each class in a discriminative way
using one-against-all binary classification, and the final de-
cision depends on the image content using a latent SVM
representation.
Other methods based on latent SVM formulation also at-
tempt to jointly encode spatial and content information in
image classification. Parizi et al. (Parizi et al., 2012) intro-
duce a reconfigurable model where each region is equiped
with a latent variable representing a topic, such that only re-
gions with similar topics are matched together in the final
representation. This model provides a flexible framework,
overcoming the shortcoming of the fixed spatial grid used
in SPM.
In all these approaches, the whole image has to be pro-
cessed and all the information is used to classify, even if
some regions of the image contain some misleading or ir-
relevant contents. We propose a strategy to overcome these
limitations: we avoid processing the whole image by focus-
ing only on the most pertinent regions relative to the image
classification task. In a way more drastic than Sharma’s
approach (Sharma et al., 2012), we constrain our system to
take a decision by considering only a fixed number of re-
gions of the test image, thus allowing the computation of
the local features to be significantly reduced.
The most important aspect of our method is the region se-
lection model. In short, our model is effectively a learned
sequential decision policy that sequentially chooses the
best region to visit given a set of previously visited regions.
Both the locality and actual contents of a region are used
in a joint manner to represent the set of visited regions. In-
spired by reinforcement learning algorithms, we propose
a dedicated algorithm to learn the region selection policy
used in our image classification task.
More recent work uses similar techniques to find optimal
orders for anytime object detection tasks (Karayev et al.,
2012). Similar work has been presented that uses a foveal
glimpse simulation, but the learning approach is quite dif-
ferent (Larochelle & Hinton, 2010).
Sequential learning techniques have been recently applied
to different standard classification tasks. In (Dulac-Arnold
et al., 2012b), the authors propose to use leinforcement
learning models for learning sparse classifiers on vectors,
(Busa-Fekete et al., 2012) use sequential techniques for
learning a cascade of classifiers depending on the content
of the inputs, while (Dulac-Arnold et al., 2011) is an appli-
cation of sequential learning models to text classification.
Finally, (Ru¨ckstieß et al.) propose a generic model able to
minimize the data consumption with sequential online fea-
ture selection.
If our approach shares some common ideas with these re-
cent works, we propose an original method that has been
developed to handle the specific problem of classifying im-
ages using a small set of regions and a new learning algo-
rithm which is efficient both in term of speed and perfor-
mance.
To summarize, the contributions presented in this paper are
as follows:
• We propose a sequential model that, given an image,
first selects a subset of relevant regions in this image,
and then classifies it. The advantages of such a method
are: (i) The classification decision is based only on the
features of the acquired regions, resulting in a speed-
up of the classification algorithm during inference. (ii)
The algorithm is able to ignore misleading or irrele-
vant regions. (iii) The way regions are selected de-
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pends both on the position but also on the content of
the regions, resulting in a model able to adapt its be-
havior to the content of each image being classified.
(iv) At last, the model is a multiclass model and the
regions selection policy is learned globally for all the
classes while other existing methods usually apply a
category-specific region selection scheme.
• We propose a new learning algorithm inspired from
reinforcement learning techniques adapted to the par-
ticular problem faced here.
• We present an experimental evaluation of this method
on three different classical datasets and propose a
qualitative study explaining the behaviour of this
model.
3. Classification model
3.1. Notations
Let us denote X the set of possible images and Y the dis-
crete set of C categories. A classifier is a parametrized
function fθ such that fθ : X → Y where fθ(x) = y
means that category1 y has been predicted for image x.
To learn fθ, a set of ` labeled training images Strain =
{(x1, y1), ..., (x`, y`)} is provided to the system.
We also consider for x a fixed grid N × M of regions
{rxi }i ≤N×M where rxi is the i-th region as illustrated in
Fig. 2 (left). The set of all possible regions is denoted R,
and R(x) corresponds to the set of regions over image x.2
rxi is represented by a feature vector φ(r
x
i ) of size K. We
use a SIFT bag-of-words representation in our experiments.
3.2. Model formalization
The classifier is modeled as a sequential decision process
that, given an image, first sequentially selects regions, and
then classifies the image using the information available in
the visited regions. At each step, the classifier has already
selected a sequence of regions denoted (sx1 , .., s
x
t ) where
sxt is the index of the region of x selected at step t. The
sequence (sx1 , .., s
x
t ) is thus a representation tailored to the
specific image and the current classification task. S(x) de-
notes the set of all possible trajectories over image x and
St(x) the trajectories composed of t selected regions.
Given a fixed budget B, new regions are acquired resulting
in a trajectory of size B. Given this trajectory, the classifier
then decides which category to assign to the image. There
are two important aspects of our approach: First, the way
1We consider in this paper the case of monolabel classification
where one input is associated to exactly one possible category.
2Note that all the images have the same N ×M number of
regions.
Figure 2. (left) Index of the regions of an image decomposed
of 4 × 4 regions. (right) Example of possible trajectory
(6, 10, 11, 2, 7).
these regions are acquired depends on the content of the
previously acquired regions — c.f. Section 3.2.3 — result-
ing in a classifier that is able to adapt its representation to
each image being classified, thus selecting the best regions
for each image. Second, the final decision is made given
the features of the acquired regions only, without needing
the computation of the features for the other regions, thus
resulting in both a speed-up of the classification process —
not all features have to be computed — but also, for some
cases as described in Section 5, in an improvement of the
classification rate due to the exclusion of noisy regions.
We now give details concerning the features, the classi-
fication phase — which classifies the image given the B
previously selected regions — and the exploration phase
— which selects B − 1 additional regions3 over an image
to classify.
3.2.1. FEATURE FUNCTION
As previously explained, the Φ function aims at aggregat-
ing the content of already visited regions. Based on the K
length vector φ(rxi ), we consider the following Γ mapping
into a larger space of size K× (N ×M) as in (Parizi et al.,
2012): Γ(φ(rxi ),K) = (0 . . . 0 φ(r
x
i ) 0 . . . 0)
T where
φ(rxi ) is positioned at index i×K. The global feature func-
tion Φ is therefore defined as:
Φ(sx1 , ...s
x
t ) =
t∑
i=1
Γ(φ(rxsxi ),K). (1)
The goal of such a transformation is to conserve the in-
formation concerning the index of the region, which corre-
sponds to the actual position of the region within the source
image.
3.2.2. CLASSIFICATION PHASE
The classification phase consists in classifying an image
given B acquired regions denoted (sx1 , ...s
x
B). First, this
3Note that we consider that the first region acquired by the
classifier is a predefined central region of the image.
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set is transformed to a global feature vector that aggregates
the individual features of each of its regions using Φ. The
classification is performed by using a classification func-
tion denoted fθ defined as:
fθ :
{
RK×N×M → Y
fθ(Φ(s
x
1 , ...s
x
B)) = y
, (2)
where y is the predicted category. θ is the set of parameters
that is learned using the training set as described in Section
4. Note that this function is computed by using as an in-
put the vectorial representation of the sequence of regions
Φ(sx1 , ...s
x
B).
3.2.3. EXPLORATION PHASE
In order to sequentially acquire the different regions of
an image, the classification process follows an exploration
policy denoted piγ where γ is the set of parameters of
this policy. A specific exploration policy is used at each
timestep, and as such, pi can be decomposed into a se-
quence of sub-policies pi = (pi1, pi2, ..., piB−1) such that pit
computes the region to acquire, at time t, given a sequence
of t previously acquired regions:
∀t, pit :
{
RK×N×M → N ×M
pit(Φ(sx1 , ..., s
x
t )) = s
x
t+1
, (3)
where sxt+1 is the index of the next region r
x
sxt+1
to acquire.
pit can be viewed as a multiclass classifier which predicts
the index of the next region to acquire, given the features
of the previously acquired regions, and pit is restricted to
predicting the index of a region that has not been previously
acquired.
In this paper, we consider t policies piγt parametrized by γt.
Similarly to the classification function fθ, piγt takes as an
input the vectorial representation of the current sequence
of acquired regions Φ(sx1 , .., s
x
t ) and outputs a region in-
dex to be considered. We define this policy as a multiclass
one-against-all hinge loss perceptron in this paper, but any
multiclass classifier such as an SVM or a neural networks
could be used as well.
3.2.4. FINAL INFERENCE POLICY
A complete classifier policy is defined by both an explo-
ration policy (pi1, ..., piB−1) plus a classification policy fθ.
The final inference process is described in Algorithm 1 and
consists in sequentially acquiring new regions (lines 1–4)
and then computing the predicted category using the previ-
ously acquired regions (line 5).
4. Learning Algorithm
The idea of the learning algorithm is the following: the
classification policy is learned starting from the end.
Algorithm 1 Inference Algorithm: only B regions are ac-
quired for classification
Require: B: budget
Require: (pi1, ..., piB−1): exploration policy
Require: fθ: classification policy
Require: x: input image
1: Acquire region sx1 i.e. the central region of the image
2: for i = 1 to B − 1 do
3: Acquire region sxi+1 using piγi(Φ(s
x
1 , ..., s
x
i ))
4: end for
5: Compute category y = fθ(Φ(sx1 , ..., s
x
B))
6: return y
Algorithm 2 Complete Learning algorithm
Require: (x1, ..., x`): Training set of images
Require: (y1, ..., y`): Training labels
1: Learn fθ using algorithm 3
2: for k = B − 1 to 1 do
3: Use previoulsy learned sub-policies
pik+1γ , .., pi
B−1
γ , fθ to learn piγk using algorithm
4
4: end for
5: return Final policy: (piγ1 , ...piγB−1 , fθ)
We begin by first learning fθ and then we sequen-
tially learn piγB−1 , piγB−2 , up to piγ1 . The underlying
idea is to begin by learning a good fθ classifica-
tion policy able to obtain good performance given
any subset of B regions. The learning of piγB−1 ,
piγB−2 , ... to piγ1 aims at acquiring relevant regions
i.e. regions that will help fθ to take the right decision.
The complete learning algorithm is given in Algorithm 2
and provides the general idea behind our method. At each
iteration of the algorithm, a set of learning states is sam-
pled from the training images using a uniform random dis-
tribution. For each sampled state, the previously learned
sub-policies are then used to simulate – using Monte Carlo
techniques – the behavior of the algorithm and thus to pro-
vide supervision to the sub-policy we are learning. The
detailed process is given in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Note that
this learning algorithm is original and derived from both
the rollout classification policy iteration (RCPI) method
and the Fitted-Q Learning model that are generic Rein-
forcement Learning models proposed in (Dimitrakakis &
Lagoudakis, 2008) and (Ernst et al., 2005). Our method is
an adaptation of these two classical algorithms in the par-
ticular case described here.
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Algorithm 3 Classification Policy Learning Algorithm
Require: (x1, ..., x`): Training set of images
Require: (y1, ..., y`): Training labels
Require: B: Budget
Require: n:
1: T = {} {Training set}
2: {For each training image}
3: for xi do
4: for k = 1 to n do
5: Sample B regions (sxi1 , ..., s
xi
B ) using random ex-
ploration policy (pirandom, ..., pirandom)
6: T ← T ⋃(Φ(sxi1 , ..., sxiB ), yi)
7: end for
8: end for
9: Learn fθ on T using a classical learning algorithm
10: return fθ
4.1. Learning the Classification Policy
Our approach for learning the classification policy is
described in Algorithm 3. The underlying idea is to auto-
matically learn from the training set a classifier which is
optimal for classifying any subset of B regions for any in-
put image. The classification policy fθ is learned on a large
training set of images which have had B regions uniformly
sampled — lines 5 and 6 of Alg. 3 — over the training
images. Each set of regions is transformed to a feature
vector using the Φ function and provided to the learning
algorithm using the label of the image as the supervision.
This set of regions and labels is used to train fθ – line 9.
At the end of the process, fθ is a classifier able to prop-
erly predict the category of any image given any randomly
sampled set of B regions. As explained in the next section,
the goal of learning the exploration policy is to improve the
quality of fθ by finding a good representation instead of us-
ing a uniform sampling approach. This is done by finding
a region selection policy that provides image-specific sub-
sets of B image regions that are most likely to increase the
classifier’s classification accuracy.
4.2. Learning the Optimal Exploration Policy
Consider now that fθ has been properly learned. Given a
new image x, using only fθ applied to a uniformly sampled
set of regions has one main drawback: for some sampled
sets, fθ will certainly predict the right classification label,
but for other samples, it will make a classification error,
particularly for samples that contain irrelevant or mislead-
ing regions. The goal of the exploration policy pi is thus to
provide fθ with a set of good regions i.e. a set of regions
on which the classification function will predict the correct
category. In other words, pi aims at reducing the error rate
Figure 3. Illustration of the learning algorithm for piγB−1 . On a
sample (sx1 , ...sxB−1) of B − 1 regions, all remaining regions sxB
are considered and classified by fθ (left) (simulation step, lines
6-8 of Algorithm 4). For some regions – the first one here – fθ
computes the right label, for other regions fθ makes a predic-
tion error (line 9 of Alg. 4). The regions on which fθ provides
the good label are considered as training examples for learning
piγB−1 (line 10).
of fθ by changing the way regions are sampled. The com-
plete learning method is given in Algorithm 4.
Given this principle, the idea of how to learn pi is as
follows: consider the case where fθ has been learned and
we are currently learning piγB−1 i.e. the sub-policy that
aims at acquiring the B-th and final region. Given any
sample of B − 1 regions (sx1 , ...sxB−1), piγB−1 can decide
to acquire any of the remaining regions. If it acquires
some of these regions, the classification policy will
predict the right category while, for some other regions,
fθ will predict the incorrect category as illustrated in
Fig. 3. The method we propose consists thus in simulating
the decision of fθ over all the possible B-th regions
that can be acquired by piγB−1 , and to use the regions
that correspond to a good final classification decision
as supervised examples for learning piγB−1 . The result
of this learning is to obtain a sub-policy that tends to
select regions for which fθ will be able to properly predict.
The same type of reasoning can be also used for learning
the other policies i.e. piγB−2 will be learned in order to
improve the quality of the sub-policy (piγB−1 , fθ), piγB−3
will be learned in order to improve the quality of the sub-
policy (piγB−2 , piγB−1 , fθ) and so on. When learning sub-
policy piγt , we first start by building a simulation set where
each element is an image represented by t − 1 randomly
sampled regions (line 5). Then, for each element, we test
each possible remaining regions (lines 6-7) by simulating
the previously learnt sub-policies (piγt+1 , ..., fθ) (line 8).
We thus build a training set (lines 9-10) that is used to learn
piγt (line 15).
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Algorithm 4 Exploration Sub-policy piγk Learn. Algo-
rithm
Require: (pik+1γ , ..., piB−1γ , fθ): previously learned sub-
policies
Require: (x1, ..., x`): Training set of images
Require: (y1, ..., y`): Training labels
1: T = {} {Training set}
2: {For each training image}
3: for xi do
4: for k = 1 to n do
5: Sample k − 1 regions (sxi1 , ..., sxik ) using random
exploration policy
6: {For each region that has not been acquired}
7: for sxik+1 /∈ sxi1 , ..., sxik do
8: Use sub-policies (pik+1γ , ..., pi
B−1
γ , fθ) from
(sxi1 , ..., s
xi
k , s
xi
k+1) to compute yˆ
9: if yˆ == yi then
10: T ← T ⋃(Φ(sxi1 , ..., sxik ), sxik+1)
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: end for
15: Learn pikγ on T using a classical learning algorithm
16: return pikγ
4.3. Complexity
The learning complexity of our method is the following: in
order to simulate the behavior of the different sub-policies,
we have to compute the features over all the regions of the
training images. Moreover, for each training image, many
samples of regions will be built (line 5 of Algorithms 3 and
4). Let us denote ` the number of training images and k
the number of sample built for each image, at each step of
the learning. The final complexity4 is O(N ×M × C +
B ×R(`× k)) where R(n) corresponds to the complexity
of learning over n examples. R depends on the machine
learning algorithm used for representing fθ and pi. If we
consider a classical BoW model, this complexity becomes
O(N×M×C+R(`)). Our method is thus slower to learn
than standard models but still reasonable enough to allow
the model to be learnt on large datasets.
5. Experiments
We evaluate the proposed method on two challenging
image databases corresponding to different tasks: fine-
grained image classification (People Playing Musical
Instruments dataset5) (Yao & Fei-Fei, 2010) and scene
4We do not consider the complexity of the simulation phase of
the algorithm i.e. line 8 of Algorithm 4 which is usually negligible
w.r.t the other factors of the learning method.
5http://ai.stanford.edu/ bangpeng/ppmi.html
recognition (15-scenes dataset) (Lazebnik et al., 2006). Let
us detail the experimental setup by presenting the low-level
image features and the chosen vectorial representation for
each region. We densely extract gray SIFT descriptors
using the VLFEAT library (Vedaldi & Fulkerson, 2010).
These local features are computed at a single scale (s = 16
pixels) and with a constant step size d. For 15-scenes
we use d = 8 pixels while d = 4 pixels for PPMI. Each
region is represented by a BoW vector generated from
SIFT descriptors (Sivic & Zisserman, 2003). We run a
K-Means algorithm by randomly sampling about 1 million
descriptors in each database to produce a dictionnary of
M = 200 codeword elements. Each SIFT is then projected
on the dictionary using hard assignement, and the codes
are aggregated with sum pooling. The histogram is further
`2 normalized. Finally, we take the square root of each el-
ement thus generating a Bahttacharyya kernel feature map.
The standard learning algorithm for fθ and piγ is a one-
against-all hinge-loss perceptron learned with a gradient
descent algorithm. The gradient descent step and number
of iterations have been tuned over the training set in order
to maximize the accuracy of the classifier. We have chosen
to create 10 sequences of regions for each training images,
resulting in a training set of size 10 × ` for each classifier
– fθ and piγt – learned by our method. Performance with
more samples has been computed but is not reported here
since it is equivalent to the one obtained with 10 samples
per image.
5.1. Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the performance of our method, we
use the standard metrics for the two considered databases:
multi-class accuracy for 15-scenes, and average accuracy
over the 12 independently learned binary tasks for PPMI6.
We randomly sample training/testing images on 5 splits of
the data, and the final performance corresponds to the av-
erage performance obtained on the 5 runs.
We run experiments with different values of B. The base-
line model performance is the one obtained where B = 16
i.e. all the regions are acquired by the model and the classi-
fication decision is based on the whole image. The results
obtained with such a baseline approach are on par with
previously published state-of-the art performances with a
similar setup. For example, we reach 77.7% accuracy in
the 15-Scene database, exactly matching the performances
reported in (Parizi et al., 2012) 7. Although absolute per-
6Note that we do not report MAP metrics for PPMI, since our
model produces a category label but not a score for each image.
7Their SBoW method matches our pipeline: mono-scale SIFT
extracted with the same step size, same dictionary size, same cod-
ing/pooling schemes on a 4× 4 grid, and normalization policy.
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Figure 4. Accuracy on the Guitar dataset from PPMI with varying
values of B.
formance can still be improved using more advanced low-
level feature extraction or mid-level feature embedding, our
main purpose here is to validate the relative performance
advantage of the proposed method.
Figures 5 and 6 show the accuracy obtained for the the
PPMI dataset and the 15 Scenes dataset. These figures
present two measures: the performance obtained using a
uniformly sampled subset of B regions using fθ — in red
—, and the performance when the regions are sampled fol-
lowing the learned exploration policy piγ — in blue.
Performance on a small set of regions vs performance
of the baseline model: When comparing the accuracy of
our method with B < 16 to the performance of the base-
line method (B = 16), one can see that given a reasonable
value of B, our model is competitive with the classical ap-
proach. For example, acquiring B = 10 for the 15 Scenes
dataset and for B = 8 for the PPMI dataset allows one to
obtain accuracy which is similar to the model withB = 16.
This means that our method is able to classify as well as
standard approach using only half of the regions. More-
over, on PPMI, for B = 8, 10 and 12, our model clearly
outperforms the baseline. This illustrates the ability of the
learning algorithm to focus on relevant areas of the image,
ignoring noisy or misleading regions. The generalization
capacity of the prediction is thus improved.
Learned exploration policy vs random exploration pol-
icy: Now, when comparing the performance of random
exploration policy w.r.t. learned exploration policy, one can
see that in almost all cases, the learned version is equivalent
or better than the random one. For example, on the PPMI
corpus with B = 8, learning how to acquire the regions
allow one to obtain an improvement of about 4% in term
of accuracy. This shows that our model is able, particularly
on the PPMI dataset, to discover relevant regions depend-
ing on their content. This improvement is less important
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Figure 5. Mean accuracy on the PPMI dataset depending on the
budget, B. We can see that the learned exploration policy (in red)
has a better average accuracy for almost all budgets, especially
when considering 8-12 regions.
when the number of acquired regions is large. This is due
to the fact that, when acquiring for example B = 12 re-
gions, even at random, the relevant information has a high
chance of being acquired. The same effect also happens
when B is low e.g. when B = 2, the information acquired
is not sufficient to allow for good classification. This shows
that our method is particularly interesting when the number
of acquired regions is between about 30% and 60% of the
overall image.
On certain specific datasets performance gains with our
method can be quit important. Performance for varying
values of B for the Guitar dataset of PPMI is illustrated
in Figure 4, where we can see that as the percentage of
regions acquired decreases (decreasing B), the random ex-
ploration policy’s performance degrades quickly whereas
our method is able to maintain adequate performance, until
B becomes too small. The difference in performance be-
tween PPMI and 15 Scenes is likely linked to the fact that
detecting instrument play in an image requires specific re-
gions to be available (the face and the flute for example),
whereas the scene can be inferred from a wider array of
regions.
Complexity Analysis: Let us denote C the cost of com-
puting the features over a region of the image, and F the
cost of computing fθ or piγi . The final inference complex-
ity is O(B(C + F )). As we use linear classifiers in all
our experiments, classification time is insignificant in com-
parison to SIFT computation (F << C), and complexity
is therefore reduced to O(BC). In comparison to the cost
of a classical BoW model O(NMB), the proposed model
thus results in a speed-up of N×MB .
Qualitative Results & Analysis: Figures 7 and 8 illus-
trate the learned exploration policy for the class flute of the
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Figure 6. Mean Accuracy on 15 Scenes dataset depending on the
budget, B. On this dataset, the learned exploration policy (red) is
only slightly better than
Figure 7. Trajectories computed on PPMI-Flute (test). Each node
corresponds to a region — label is (x, y)-coordinates. Each edge
i → j means that j has been acquired just after having acquired
i. The color of the edge represents the proportion of infered tra-
jectories that contain the i→ j transition.
PPMI dataset. Figure 7 summarizes the regions visited over
the testing images. Each region corresponds to a node of
the graph, and an edge from region i to region j means that
in at least one testing image, regions j has been acquired
immediately after region i. We can see that the algorithm
is focusing its attention around 5 regions that are certainly
relevant for many pictures, i.e. (1; 3), (4; 2), (4; 3), (3; 3)
and (3; 1). On the other hand, Figure 7 shows that at the
beginning the algorithm tends to explore many different re-
gions after the initial region. This shows that the the model
starts by first exploring the image — until having acquired
2 regions — before focusing its attention on the regions that
are the most relevant for predicting the category. Figure 8
shows the average behavior of our algorithm for B = 4
and B = 8.We notice that about half of the acquired re-
gions — 2 for B = 4 and 4 for B = 8 — are much more
frequently explored than the other regions. These regions
certainly correspond to regions that generally carry relevant
information on all the images.
Figure 8. Most frequent acquired regions for B = 4 (left) and
B = 8 (right) on the PPMI Flute Dataset. The darker, the more
frequent the region has been acquired for classifying.
Figure 9. Two examples of regions acquired with B = 4 on the
PPMI-Flute dataset. This example shows the ability of the model
to adapt to different images where it is able to discover a flute.
The images in Figure 8 can be interpreted as a spatial
“prior” for a specific classification task. For example, for
discriminating playing v.s. holding flute with B = 2, re-
gions (3; 2) and (3; 1) are the more informative on aver-
age. However, since the decision is instance-based in our
method, this spatial prior is balanced with the specific vi-
sual content of each test image. Our approach therefore
shares some similarities with the reconfigurable model of
(Parizi et al., 2012) using latent SVM. One example of
instance-based classification is illustrated in figure 9, where
the regions visited with B = 4 are shown. We can see that
the set of regions visited changes between the left and right
image. This illustrates the ability of our method to auto-
matically adapt its choice of representation to the content
of the image it is classifying.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced an adaptive representation pro-
cess for image classification. The presented strategy com-
bines both an exploration strategy used to find the best sub-
set of regions for each image, and the final classification
algorithm. New regions are iteratively selected based on
the location and content of the previous ones. The result-
ing scheme produces an effective instance-based classifica-
tion algorithm. We demonstrated the strategy’s pertinence
on two different image classification datasets. When using
our exploration strategy limited to half of the regions of the
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images, we obtained a significant gain relative to baseline
methods.
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